Hoyer® Ceiling Lift Solutions
for 60 years, the most recognizable name in Patient Handling

Hoyer® Ceiling Lift Benefits
- Total room coverage - tracking designs for transfers where you need them.
- In the room and ready when you are
- Transfer AND
  - Early Mobilization
  - Repositioning
  - Turning
- Less is better!
  - Less space required to operate
  - Less obtrusive to the patient
  - Less/no storage required
  - Less training - easy to use, higher compliance

Hoyer Economy Without Sacrifice
- Return On Investment - 24 month average
- Reduces staff injury
  - Average staff injury = $65,000
  - One prevented injury > cost for 10 rooms
  - Re-allocation of workers comp dollars
- Effective for staff recruiting/retention
- Reduces most causes of Never Events
Hoyer Ceiling Track Options

**Track Layout Options**

- Room Covering
- Mono Rail
- Gate
- Turntable
- Switch

**Hoyer Rail Options**

- LT Rail
- MAX Rail
- STANDARD Rail
- STANDARD Rail with wings
- HD Rail

Architecture Design Supported By Joerns At No Cost*

---

**Hoyer Ceiling Lifts**

- Compact lightweight design
- In rail charging available
- Diagnostic software
- Quick-release trolleys for easy removal from rail
- Tools not required for general maintenance
- Weight Scale (optional)

300/450 Safe Weight Load
450/625 Safe Weight Load
1000 Safe Weight Load

*With Applicable Hoyer Products

---
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